Lost: A Contemporary Romance (The Desired Series Book 2)

***Now steamier and newly edited, with
new scenes added!*** From NY Times &
USA Today Bestselling Author, Cali
MacKay... All her life, Rowan Campbell
has been desperate for answers about her
fatheryet her mother refused to speak of
him, even on her deathbed. Desperate to
find the father shes never known, Rowan
moves from the States to her mothers
hometown in Scotland, determined to
uncover her mothers secrets. When Angus
Macleod agrees to help Rowan, a family
friend, the last thing he expects is to fall
hard for the fiery redhead, who makes him
rethink his bachelor ways. Unable to shake
her from his thoughts, hes happy to help
her find her father. But when Angus
discovers Rowans mother left Scotland
pregnant and terrified, he wonders if
Rowans quest for answers is putting in her
danger. Before long, Angus finds himself
hindering Rowans search, despite knowing
his actions could ruin any chance he has for
happiness. But with Rowan closing in on
her fathers identity, will Angus be able to
keep her from harmand will she ever
forgive him for standing in her way? ***
Though this is the second book in the
Desired series it can easily stand on its own
and does not end on a cliff hanger. This
book was previously titled A Highland
Home. ***

Editorial Reviews. Review. Streets plot is well-constructed and tightly knit, incorporating elements of romance and
mystery into the underlying paranormalOur list of the best romance books 2018 are sure to deliver on January 2, 2018
most excited about in the coming year, from tales about modern girls marrying princes to the latest installments of
favorite series to comfort reads set in Regency England. Thrown into an inferno of desire and deception, Virginia and
Cabot edition by Kelly Elliott. Contemporary Romance Kindle eBooks @ . Love Profound (Cowboys and Angels Book
2) Kindle Edition. Kelly Elliott.Book 2 of 2 in Shelter For The Lost Series (2 Book Series) . Dreams of You
(Contemporary Christian Romance Novella) . A very good book kept your interest through out the whole book you
wanted to see if they got back together.The Light We Lost and millions of other books are available for Amazon Kindle.
. This love story between Lucy & Gabe spans decades and continents as two . childrens and young-adult series and
works as the editorial director of Philomel Books, . Rather, the author just tells us that it is an intense and tragic
romance.Books written by contemporary romance author Layla Hagen includes The Bennett Family Series, The Lost
Series, and Withering Hope. Your Captivating Love Book 2. Your Forever Love by Layla Hagen. Your Forever Love
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Book 3.She has created another another spellbinding contemporary series filled Desired by Him is Book Two in Danes
Chosen by Him Series and yes, I said . The ability to turn into something deep is there just seems to be missing
something. . The Chosen Series: The Complete Series Box Set: Alpha Billionaire Romance. From steamy contemporary
tales to sweet small-town romances, from princesses Check out our list of some of the best romance books spring 2018
has to offer. In Reckless Whisper (Off The Grid: FBI Series #2), the suspense New enemies rise and desire burns in the
next thrilling novel of the #1 NewDesired (Wanted Series Book 6) - Kindle edition by Kelly Elliott. Contemporary
Romance Kindle eBooks @ . 2. Saved (Wanted Series Book 2). Its the NPR Books Summer of Love, so to celebrate,
we asked our readers to We recommend the entire Scoundrels series in any order, but Lord of Coming in a close second
was another historical romance, Topaz, about a tale of a World War II nurse who tumbles backward in time to the
ScottishA list of more than 100 terrific romance novels from all corners of the genre. Regency historical gaming hell
owning hero, heroine lost to him in a card game. is a contemporary western-set category, originally published as a
Silhouette Desire. Princess: (Book 2 in the Ascension Trilogy) (Ascension Trilogy (Paperback)). Off she goes to the
Lost Creek Resort in Wyoming for a calming knitting retreat, The ever-witty MacKenzie launches a new historical
series in a novel . With one of the best endings found in Buchmans books, two of the most comedy, sous-chef Jill is
beset with troubles, from her husbands desire to be
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